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ABOUT THIS PDF 

In 2004 York Archaeological Trust undertook excavations at the site of the former Henlys 

Garage, Stonebow, York.  The excavations uncovered remains of Anglo-Scandinavian to modern 

date.  

This Pdf represents a copy of a report which was designed as an interactive web report, originally 

hosted on York Archaeological Trust’s website. Due to changes in the design of this website the 

original interactive report is no longer available. This Pdf was produced to ensure that the 

information held in the original report remained widely available.  

As the original report was intended for web-viewing the design did not follow conventional 

publication formats, there were therefore some problems when converting the web 

information into this Pdf. Some of the images, which were perfectly clear when viewed on the 

web, became slightly blurred when transferred into Pdf format. There were no Figure or Plate 

numbers in most of the text originally, as the images in question were simply embedded in the 

web-text at the relevant point; the images have therefore been placed as close to their original 

position as possible within the Pdf. A detailed table of each pottery sherd was not included in 

the interest of brevity, anyone requiring such information can contact YAT. This Pdf follows the 

layout of the original web report as far as possible. Readers should bear these limitations in 

mind while reading the report. 

The conversion of the original IADB report into a Pdf file was undertaken by J. M. McComish in 

July 2018.  
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INTRODUCTION 

This web publication covers the main results and analysis of an excavation carried out by York 

Archaeological Trust which took place in 2004 on the site of the former garage and car 

showroom, Henlys (formerly Russell's), adjacent to The Stonebow, York (NGR : SE60625185) 

(Site Location). The excavation revealed that archaeological deposits survived from c.0.20m 

below the modern ground surface and represented a significant sequence of structures and 

occupation on the site dating from the from the medieval period to the 20th century. Residual 

pottery and artefacts within this sequence indicate the presence of Anglo-Scandinavian and 

Roman deposits on the site, although excavation did not reach to these earlier levels. Good 

organic preservation was found from a depth of c.9m AOD, although the upper levels did not 

have similarly good preservation conditions. 

Good evidence for medieval copper alloy wire-working, including dress accessories and chain 

mail, was recovered from the site. Finds relating to this activity were found concentrated within 

the road surfaces of Hungate, possibly indicating that the debris from this craft was swept out 

of buildings nearby onto the road. The finds were in such a concentration as to be strongly 

suggestive of a wire-working workshop close by. Copper alloy working has also been found to 

the north and south of this site in St Andrewgate (YORYM 1995.89) and Walmgate (YORYM 

1999.941). To a lesser degree evidence of leather-, lead- and horn-working was also found. 

Road surfaces representing the medieval line of Hungate were recorded together with a 

sequence of medieval structures lying to the north and south of the road. Some of these 

structures may have been associated with the Carmelite Friary known to be sited in the area. 

Later deposits found represented the remains of post-medieval and 18thto 19th-century 

buildings lying to the south of Hungate. Alluvial deposits and dumped material within organic 

silts were found post-dating the medieval road surfaces and indicate that the site was subject 

to flooding in the later medieval and post-medieval period. Post-medieval road surfaces of 

Hungate were not seen, although the remains of the 20th-century surface of Hungate formed 

by bitumen-bonded granite setts were revealed. 
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Facing north-west, towards the site, part of Hungate in the 1900s 

 

Twisted copper alloy wires from medieval surfaces of Hungate 
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Russell's Garage occupying the development site on Stonebow, c.1952 

ANGLIAN AND ANGLO-SCANDINAVIAN HUNGATE 

The level to which excavation was permitted for the work carried out in 2004 was within the 

depth of medieval deposits across the site. While no deposits of Anglian or Anglo-Scandinavian 

date were thus excavated, residual pottery (see Pottery) and finds of this 

date (see Artefacts) were recovered from later deposits indicating the likelihood of occupation 

here during these periods and even during the Roman period. 

Street names in the area contain personal names and other elements of Old Norse or Old English 

derivation. These include Hungate (originally Hundegat in Mersch) meaning dog or hound 

street; Stonebow Lane (originally Staynbowe) (not the present Stonebow constructed in 1955) 

meaning stone-arch; and Peasholme (originally Peseholm’ or Pesehome grene) meaning ‘peas 

islet’ or low-lying ground by a river or stream where peas grow. Although few of these names 

were recorded until the 12th ot 13th century (Hundegate, 1161; Staynbowe, 1276) owing to the 

lack of earlier surviving archives, they were probably names during the Viking rule of the city 

(876–954) or at least before the Norman Conquest (Palliser 1978).  

Archaeological investigation has confirmed that activity on this site can be traced back to the 

Anglo-Scandinavian period. An archaeological evaluation carried out here in 2000 as part of the 

evaluation of a much larger proposed development in the Hungate area comprised a trench (no. 

24) measuring 4m x 2m located in north-west corner of this site; this was reported in 2000 

(Macnab and McComish 2000, 72–85). The lowest deposits excavated within Trench 24 were 

interpreted as possible surfaces with dumping above, along with the possible remains of timber-

lined pits containing domestic refuse. These phases of activity were dated to the early/mid-9th 

century to the later 9th century and were sealed by levelling deposits dating from the 10th 

century (Macnab and McComish 2000, 72). 
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Part of bun-shaped loom weight (left) Part of deer skull (right) 

See also Anglo-Scandinavian artefacts 

MEDIEVAL HUNGATE 

Topography 

Topographical changes are known to have taken place in the area during the medieval period. 

The River Foss was dammed to provide a water defence for York Castle c.20 years prior to the 

Domesday Survey of 1086 and this flooded a large area of land which became known as the 

King’s Fishpool (Stagnum regis). The extent of the Fishpool is not fully defined with certainly and 

its extent is likely to have changed during the course of the medieval period. The extent of the 

Fishpool as mapped by Hall and Hunter-Mann (AY 10/6, Fig. 392) places the development site 

to the north of the northern extent of the Fishpool. However in the late 12th century the area 

between St Saviourgate and the River Foss was known as the marsh (RCHMY 1981, 34), 

presumably indicating that the area was often waterlogged, or subject to flooding. Foss Islands 

in the river first appears on Benedict Horsley's plan of York, 1694. On Drake's plan of York (1736) 

Hungate leads down to an area called Pond Garth, covering a large area to the west of the Foss, 

and the name may indicate the area was waterlogged. St Saviour's Church on St Saviourgate, a 

medieval church with a possible pre-Conquest foundation, located immediately to the north-

west of the site, is described as being built on the edge of the marsh near the Foss. It has been 

suggested that the shoreline may have been marked by the considerable terrace on the south 

side of the graveyard (Wilson and Mee 1998, 151).  
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Cossins' map of York, 1727 

 

St Saviour's church by Edward Abbot,1776 

12th–13th century, Period 1 

The earliest deposits excavated all pre-dated the surviving structures and medieval cobbled 

surfaces of the street of Hungate found on site. These deposits, together with those seen at the 

depth excavation ceased (8.75m AOD in Area 2, and construction formation depth of 9.40m 

AOD in Area 4), provide some limited information which suggests the topography of the site in 

the 12th to 13th century sloped down from the north-west to the south-east towards the River 

Foss (Groups 1, 17, 18, 19, 21). In the central part of the excavation, Area 4, many of the 

unexcavated contexts could be characterised as dumps or levelling, which exhibited evidence 

of tipping, with the surface topography sloping markedly downwards from the north-west 

towards the south-east. These deposits may represent a large-scale levelling possibly 

intended to raise the ground surface. In spite of this, the site appears to have remained 

subject to flooding. Alluvial deposits and dumped material (Groups 5, 12, 13, 14) within organic 

silts were found post-dating the medieval road surfaces of Hungate and indicate that flooding 

episodes occurred in the later medieval and post-medieval periods (Medieval Hungate: The 
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Street). There is also documentary and photographic evidence of the 19th-century houses in 

Hungate and area being repeatedly flooded even after the River Foss had been canalised. 

The Street 

The medieval street of Hungate,  14th–15th centuries,  Periods 3, 4 and 5 

Hunagte, as shown on the earliest maps, takes a curving path from the west of St Saviour's 

church towards the south and east to an area close to the River Foss. The medieval line of 

Hungate ran east-west across the site and part of the street surfaces dating from the 14th–15th 

centuries were excavated. Earlier surfaces may survive below the level at which excavation 

ceased and may have been seen in Trench 24 excavated in 2000 (Macnab and McComish 

2000). The earliest surfaces (Group 2) excavated in 2004 were dated to the mid-14th century 

(Period 3) and comprise a surface [1364] at a depth of 8.75m AOD where excavation ceased, 

above which was a layer of larger cobbles [1358] forming the base make-up of another surface 

[1351]. The closely packed cobbles formed well-made street surfaces. 

  

Facing east, cobble surfaces of Hungate, truncated by a modern service trench  

 

  Facing north-east, cobble surfaces of Hungate  
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Facing north-east, cobble surfaces of Hungate 

The remains of stone walls were found to each side of the street (see Surviving walls along the 

south side of the street and along the north side of the street. Direct stratigraphic links between 

the walls to the south and the street surfaces have been completely truncated by modern 

service trenches but direct stratigraphic links between the street and the substantial stone wall 

to the north of the street (Group 3) survived and were recorded. It appeared that one of the 

surfaces [1351] was cut by a construction trench for a substantial limestone wall (Group 3) 

which ran along the northern edge of the street. During the life of this wall Hungate had been 

resurfaced with cobbles a number of times (Group 4) in the 14th and 15th centuries.  

Artefacts recovered from these surfaces and the build-up above the surfaces have proved 

illuminating and show some of the craft activities being carried out probably in properties 

immediately adjacent to the street (see metal-working, mail-making and leather-working), 

indicating that metal-working, in particular copper alloy wire work, and leather-working were 

trades practised locally.  

While from at least the early 15th century through to the 17th century  Hungate is thought to 

have become a dumping ground for rubbish from the medieval city, being designated an official 

dumping ground in 1524, it is not necessary to infer from this that the street was abandoned at 

this time. A more likley scenario is that that dumping occurred more generally in the locality and 

must have been widespread if it resulted in reclamation of land from the Fishpool between the 

Carmelite Friary and the church of St John in the Marsh (Hunter-Mann 1991). Nevertheless the 

street appears to have been the subject of episodes of flooding with silty build-up deposits 

(Group 5) accumulating above the surfaces. Stratigraphically separate from the street, but at a 

similar level, there was a sequence of interleaved layers of alluvial build-up and dumped 

material (Group 12, Group 13 and Group 14). The later deposits in this sequence may have been 

redeposited here and may represent levelling with the intention of land reclamation. 
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Carmelite Friary 

 

Medieval York 

The Carmelite friars are known to have gained land in the area between Fossgate and Hungate 

from 1295. William de Vescy granted a messuage plot in Stonebow Lane together with land 

which extended to the Fishpool to the Carmelite Order. By 1300 construction of the Carmelite 

Friary church is known to have commenced and its cemetery was consecrated in 1304. Over the 

next century the Carmelite holdings gradually expanded to include land that extended from ‘the 

Mersk’ (marsh) (possibly just east of St Saviour’s churchyard) to Fossgate and from Stonebow 

Lane to the King's Fishpool. In 1314 the Carmelites were granted permission to construct a 

quayside on the edge of the Fishpool. 

The extent of the Carmelite Friary and its relationship with adjoining land are not clearly 

understood. An alternative name for Stonebow or Staynbowe Lane was le Whyte freyer layn 

(White Friar Lane) (Palliser 1978). A precinct wall may have defined the extent of the friary 

precinct but the only surviving part of this wall is on the south-west side of the friary and is 

visible in Black Horse Passage. This surviving wall has been shown to be of medieval date in a 

recent evaluation at 13–14 Fossgate (Hopkinson and Ferguson 1998). The findings of the 

excavation include the remains of substantial walls to each side of the medieval street of 

Hungate, possibly suggesting that the street could have run through the monastic precinct, 

though this would have been unusual. Alternatively, the friary and its precinct walls may have 

extended as far as the south-eastern side of Hungate (RCHMY 1981, 149) and the wall on the 

other side of the street, although substantial, may not represent Carmelite building. While the 

position of the friary precinct and the buildings within it, including the church and the cemetery, 

is not known with any precision, in the 1300s the friary became the head of one of the four 
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distinctions (regional groups) into which the Carmelite province of Britain was divided (Copsey, 

R. Fr. 1995, 3). 

The excavation did not find definitive evidence of the purpose or the ownership of any of the 

medieval structures on site. However, the substantial character of the stone walls in this 

location, known to be close to or within the land occupied by the friary, suggests an 

interpretation of the walls, particularly those to the south of Hungate, as 

Carmelite constructions (see Surviving walls along the south side of the street and Robbing and 

demolition). Examination of the surviving stonework of the walls (see Architectural 

Fragments) and the recovery of other items of building fabric indicative of religious building as 

residual artefacts in later contexts here (see structural items in Other artefacts) point to the 

construction and demolition of religious building(s) in the vicinity. While these may be the 

remains of Carmelite buildings, the demolition and reconstruction of St Saviour's Church, 

located immediately north and west of the site, in the 15th century may equally have been a 

source for some of this material. 

Surviving Walls: S Side of the Street 

Surviving walls along the south side of Hungate: late 13th century–early 14th century,  Period 2 

The medieval line of Hungate ran across the site and surfaces dating from the 14th–15th 

centuries were excavated (The Street), although earlier surfaces may survive below the level at 

which excavation ceased. A sequence of well-constructed limestone walls lying both to the 

north and south of the road were found (see Group 22, Group 23, Group 3). There was nothing 

to link these walls directly with the Carmelite Friary known to have been sited in the locality. 

However, the quality and size of building construction suggests that they could have 

been associated with the friary. The dating of the construction of the walls to the south of the 

street coincides with the date of the construction of the friary at the end of the 13th century. In 

addition, the presence of medieval roof tiles and architectural fragments found residually in 

later contexts may have derived from ecclesiastical buildings, although the church of St Saviour 

immediately to the north of the site is also known to have been demolished and rebuilt in the 

15th century, so could also be the source of such material (Wilson and Mee 1998, 151). 

 

Facing north, part of south face of wall 1168, scale unit 10cm 
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Remains of wall aligned east–west along the south side of Hungate 

 

Facing west, part of wall 1168 and possible buttress, scale unit 10cm  

Description of surviving walls (Groups 22 and 23) 

The remains of a mortar-bonded stone wall survived, aligned east–west, adjacent to the south 

side of the former street of Hungate. Within the excavation a c.14.5m length of the wall 

survived; it continued beyond the eastern and western edges of excavation. The remains were 

not continuous and each section was recorded separately [1178], Group 22; [1168 and 

1338], Group 23. At the eastern end the limestone wall [1178] was two courses high and 0.60m 

wide, surviving here for c.1.40m length. The upper course was well faced to the south side of 

the wall, where tooling was visible, but the stones on the lower course were not well dressed 

and the blocks were more roughly hewn. Rougher foundation courses [1254] continued for 

some depth (c. 0.60m). A later spread of mortar [1205], Group 27, to the south of the wall may 

represent the remains of an associated surface dating to the mid-14th century. 
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Another section of stone wall (Group 23), c.10.60m long (divided into two sections by modern 

service trench [1093] and 'tunnelled' through in another instance by further service trenches) 

was found some 1.50m west of wall 1178. Different sections of the make-up of this wall were 

recorded with separate context numbers [1365, 1021, 1168, 1338, 1335] but the character and 

construction of this wall appeared uniform throughout. This wall (Group 23) seemed to be a 

continuation of wall 1178, but the relationship of the two walls was truncated by modern service 

trench [1367]. This wall (Group 23) followed the same east–west alignment as 1178 and was the 

same width; it also respected the former line of Hungate across the site. This wall, however 

, was markedly different in construction since its surviving two courses were built on a shallow 

offset foundation in contrast to the deep foundation courses of wall 1178. The blocks were faced 

on both the north and south sides of the wall, with slightly bigger blocks on the north side. The 

faces were infilled with pebbles, small pieces of limestone and occasional tile [1337]. A section 

of the wall, 0.50m long, was removed to allow wall make-up and a shallow construction cut 

[1339] to be recorded. At the western extent of this wall material beneath it had settled, forming 

a void between the base of the wall and the material it had once rested on [1348, 1329]. 

 Stonework [1331] adjacent to the south of this section of wall may represent the remains of a 

small buttress. The buttress was excavated and the upper courses of the wall adjoining the 

buttress were removed to the new development formation level of 9.60m AOD. A thin layer of 

small tile and brick fragments (0.04–0.05m) with occasional pebbles and rare larger cobbles 

formed a surface or levelling [1336] below buttress 1331. 

 

Facing north, wall 1178 and mortar surface, scale unit 10cm  
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Facing north, south face of wall 1178 and its foundation, scale unit 10cm (right) 

Other deposits in this period 

A remnant of a cobble surface (Group 24) may have been contemporary with the walls. Stones 

(Group 25) which may have constituted the fragmentary remains of a wall, or have been 

demolition debris, and a small pit (Group 26) were thought to date to this period. 

Dating of the construction of Group 22 and 23 walls 

Any evidence of a construction cut to the north of wall [1178], Group 22 had been truncated by 

service trench [1100] and no construction cut for this wall was visible to the south where the 

wall appeared to have built on earlier levelling deposits [contexts 1210 and 1213]. No dating 

material was recovered from this wall. The date range of the deposits stratigraphically below 

were 12th–13th century and those stratigraphically above were mid-14th century, suggesting a 

late 13th-century to early 14th-century date for the possible construction of the wall. 

 An architectural fragment found within the make-up of the buttress, AF24, dates from the 

1130s and was clearly re-used in this position. No dating evidence was recovered from the 

backfill of the shallow construction cut of the Group 23 wall, but 13th-/14th-century pottery 

was recovered from material on which the small buttress was constructed and mid-14th-

century deposits were found stratigraphically above the wall. 

The Carmelite Friary known to be located in the area was constructed from 1295 onwards. While 

no exact date can be given for the construction of the walls found on site, the likely date 

range does encompass the time when the friary was constructed (Carmelite Friary).  

Continued Use 

The wall line along the south side of Hungate appears to have continued in use at least as the 

foundation of both post-medieval and modern buildings on the street (16th- to 18th-century 

buildings on the south side of the street, 17th- to 18th-century buildings on the south side of 

the street, 19th- to 20th-century Hungate: Buildings). 

Surviving walls along the south side of Hungate: mid-14th century, Period 3 
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The evidence for the use of the area to the south of the walls (Groups 22–23) is limited to 

levelling and the remnant of a mortar surface (Group 27). Mid-14th-century pottery was 

recovered from the levelling [1205] for this surface [1204]. Otherwise the deposits 

stratigraphically above the surface (Group 28) and associated material (Group 29) comprised a 

series of dumped deposits in which tip lines were evident and demoliton-derived inclusions 

were found. 

Surviving Walls: N Side of the Street 

Mid-14th century–15th century, Periods 3 and 4 

The medieval line of Hungate ran east–west across the site (The Street) and the remains of stone 

walls were found to each side of the street (Surviving walls to the south of the street). The 

uppermost course of the wall in the central area of the site had been pushed aside during 

the unauthorised machining here. These blocks were removed and the undisturbed part of the 

wall, [1286] (Group 3), was exposed and recorded. Part of the south-facing elevation was 

revealed to expose a narrow offset course. The wall was constructed with faced limestone 

blocks, roughly coursed and bonded with pale yellow/white sandy lime mortar with a limestone 

rubble core. The wall was c.1m wide and was seen to continue beyond the western edge of 

excavation. A smaller section of this wall had been exposed in the evaluation Trench 24 in 2000 

[24007]. 

 

  Excavation of wall 1130, facing west (left)  
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Recording of wall 1130, facing north (right) 

 

Construction level of wall 1286, turning north as wall 1130, with adjacent cobble surface 1351, 

facing east, scale unit 10cm 
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Corner of walls 1285 and 1130, facing north, scale unit 10cm 

  

Wall arch 1130, facing west, scale unit 10cm  

At the eastern end of the wall there was a greater depth of disturbance by the machining but 

the wall was seen to turn northwards and continue on beyond the northern edge of excavation 

[1130]. This part of the wall, aligned north-north-east/south-south-west, comprised faced 
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limestone blocks on its north-facing side, with voussoirs forming an arch at the base and a small 

offset in the base course of faced stones. The arch measured c.0.70m high and the wall survives 

to a height of c.1.10m. Four courses of the wall survived and a narrow offset course was visible 

at the level excavation ceased (c.9.00m AOD). Some of these stones have been recorded 

individually (AF25 and AF26) and dated as medieval. 

The presence of the arch at the base of the wall indicates, apparently unequivocally, that it was 

intended to allow drainage through the wall from the start. However, there were no faced 

blocks on the north-facing elevation of the wall. This suggests that the wall may have been 

constructed as a retaining wall, built into and retaining the deposits to the north. This seems 

unlikely since the arch in the base of the wall must indicate drainage through the wall, so it is 

possible that faced stones on the north-facing side had been robbed from the wall at some time 

after construction. 

 The deposits lying to the north of the wall were seen only in a narrow section surviving along 

the northern edge of excavation, below a high retaining wall. These deposits and those in the 

area under the arch were not excavated since it was not possible to undermine the upstanding 

brick wall which formed the boundary to the site, particularly as there was a significant ground 

level difference between each side of the wall, the north side being higher. The deposits in the 

surviving section have been recorded in detail (Finlayson 2005) but appear to be imported 

levelling deposits and do not assist in the understanding of the surviving wall. Their direct 

stratigraphic relationship with the wall had been significantly damaged by the unauthorised 

machining. 

Dating evidence 

The voussoirs used in the construction of the wall are medieval in date. Direct stratigraphic links 

between Hungate and the substantial stone wall to the north of the street (Group 3) survived; 

it appeared that one of the cobbled surfaces [1351] of Hungate was cut by a construction trench 

[1357] for a substantial limestone wall (Group 3). A single sherd of 11th- or 12th-century pottery 

was recovered from the small section of backfill [1355] of the construction trench but this is 

likely to be residual since the earlier surfaces of Hungate dated from the mid-14th century, with 

later ones dating from the 14th century into the 15th, thus placing the likely date of construction 

of this wall somewhere in the second half of the 14th century. The wall continued in use for a 

long period of time. 

Continued Use 

The alignement of the walls on the north side of the street coincide with properties, nos. 12 and 

14 Hungate, shown on 19th-century maps. It is possible that the walls were re-used as 

foundations for later post-medieval buildings here. The portion of the wall surviving close to the 

western edge of excavation, excavated in 2000 in Trench 24, had clearly been rebuilt and moved 

slightly towards the north. 
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Section at western edge of excavation, rebuild of wall 240007 in Trench 24, scale unit 10cm 

Possible Building: N side 

Period 5, 15th century 

To the east of the substantial wall aligned east–west (Group 3), to the north of Hungate, and 

above a series of levelling deposits (Group 6), was a row of eight chamfered limestone blocks, 

[1040] Group 7,which appear to represent the remains of a building aligned with the north side 

of Hungate. The plinth founded on roughly constructed footings was truncated to the west by 

unauthorised machining and continued to the east beyond the edge of excavation, bordering 

an area where petrol tanks and surrounding deposits had been removed. Chamfered along their 

southern edge, the stones post-date 1200. Stratigraphically they occurred within Period 5, 15th 

century (Architectural Fragments). There were no other structural remains associated with this 

fragment of a building plinth which had presumably once occupied a plot on the north side of 

Hungate. 

 

Chamfered plinth stones 1040 and foundation material below, facing south, scale unit 10cm 
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Chamfered limestones of wall plinth 1040, facing north-west, scale unit 10cm  

 

Chamfered stones of wall plinth 1040, facing north, scale unit 10cm 

Robbed Wall and Demolition  

Period 5, 15th century 

A substantial wall aligned north-west/south-east had once stood to the south of and aligned 

obliquely to Hungate. Located in the south-west corner of the excavation and continuing beyond 

the western and southern edges, there was no evidence of the construction level of this wall as 

most of the structure except the possible remains of the foundation at base had been robbed, 

leaving a large robbing cut [1297] backfilled with limestone rubble, Group 30. The scale of the 

cut indicated that the wall belonged to a significant building, the footprint of which mainly lay 

outside the development area. One sherd of 13th-/14th-century pottery and a fragment of lead 

(SF28) were recovered from material [1285] backfilling the robbing cut, and 15th-century 

pottery was recovered from the crushed limestone [1291] also used to backfill the trench. This 

material was found spread over a larger area close by (Group 31), indicating a significant large-

scale episode of demolition here. A number of other groups of deposits dated to this period 
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(15th century) represented demolition and levelling in the vicinity; they included large pits 

containing exclusively demolition debris (Groups 32, 33, 34, 35, 36). Stratigraphically the wall 

represented by the robbing cut 1297 was not directly related to the construction of the wall 

(Groups 22, 23) and thus the sequence of construction and robbing of these two structures is 

not known. It can be conjectured that although they were aligned obliquely, the two may still 

have co-existed at some stage; the building represented by 1297 was demolished and the area 

levelled before further stages of construction occurred here (16th- to 18th-century buildings on 

the south side of the street). 

It is known that St Saviour's church, an affluent church located immediately north of the 

site, was completely rebuilt in the 15th century (Wilson and Mee 1998, 151). The demolition 

episode evident from this sequence of well-dated deposits on site may be connected with this 

event.   

If the dating evidence from these destruction deposits is all residual, then the activity could be 

associated with the demolition of the Carmelite Friary in the period after the Dissolution of the 

Monasteries in the 1530s. 

 

Backfilled robber trench 1297, facing north-west, scale unit 10cm 

POST-MEDIEVAL HUNGATE  

16th-18th century Building – S Side 

The remains of 16th- to 18th-century buildings on the south side of the street, Period 6 

At the Dissolution of the Monasteries the Carmelite Friary was surrendered to the King 

in 1538 and the area seems to have become used as gardens behind properties on Stonebow 

Lane, Hungate, Haver Lane and Peasholme Green. By the post-medieval period significant land 

reclamation had made it possible for buildings to be constructed and industrial activity to be 
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carried out on areas that were formerly within the King’s Fishpool. Well-preserved, stratified, 

waterlogged, organic deposits of this date have been located during evaluations, borehole 

surveys and watching briefs in Palmer Lane (Hunter-Mann 1992), Carmelite Street (Hunter-

Mann 1991), Garden Place Car Park (Macnab 1999b), the NEEB Headquarters in Dundas Street 

(Oakey 1989), Adams Hydraulics, Peasholme Green (Brann 1991; Finlayson 1991), and also in 

the excavations carried out under the Telephone Exchange, Garden Place (Richardson 

1961).  Excavations on Peasholme Green at the Haymarket, Woolpack House (Lilley 1995), 

Adams Hydraulics, Peasholme Green (Brann 1991; Finlayson 1991 ), and Layerthorpe Bridge 

(MAP 1998) have also revealed dumping within backyards, and occasional structures which are 

thought to relate to out-buildings rather than to the properties on the street frontage. More 

recent excavations at 13–14 Fossgate (Hopkinson and Ferguson 1998) produced evidence for a 

considerable build-up of post-medieval dump deposits against the outside of the Carmelite 

Friary precinct wall.  The excavation of Trench 24 in 2000 at Henlys Garage examined a series of 

dumps and alluvial sands (Macnab and McComish 2000, 82) which may represent similar activity 

on the Henly’s site. 

Historic maps show the development of the area during the post-medieval period (Cartography) 

and indicate the likelihood of post-medieval buildings within the boundaries of the site. 

 

Residual wall make-up limestone blocks 1046, Group 37, facing north-west, scale unit 10cm 
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Wall footing Groups 37 and 39, facing north west, scale unit 10cm 

 

 Wall footing Groups 37 and 39, facing east, scale unit 10cm  

The fragmentary remains of foundations of structures of post-medieval date survive within the 

development area along the south side of Hungate. Their construction followed on from the 

wall robbing and large-scale demolition episode (Groups 30–36, Medieval Hungate: Robbing 

and demolition). The remaining evidence for this building was the shallow footings c.0.20m deep 

for two walls,  [1174 and 1200] Group 37, abutting each other at right-angles. This raft 

foundation was aligned north-east/south-west aligned, obliquely to Hungate 

and obliquely abutting the pre-existing wall (Group 23) running along the south side of Hungate. 

This building would have occupied a plot extending beyond the southern and western edges of 

excavation. 

The make-up of the footings aligned north-west/south-east comprised tile and brick in a matrix 

of mortary sand and crushed limestone, [1191, 1060]  Group 37, from which 15th-century 

pottery was recovered. The make-up of footings aligned north-east/south-west comprised 

bricks laid on end, dry bonded but with quantities of crushed limestone, roughly cut limestone 
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blocks and occasional cobbles, [1159, 1192, 1163] Group 37. Above these was further footings 

material comprising mortar and silty sand with frequent tile and brick fragments, [1188, 1127, 

1124], also Group 37. The bricks in context 1192 dated from the 14th–16th century. 

Residual structural make-up survived for both walls: some roughly cut limestone blocks, 

[1046] Group 37, and occasional fragments of brick representing the remains of the base of a 

wall aligned north-west south-east which had also been truncated by a modern service trench 

[1093]. At right-angles to this wall lay mortared coursed bricks [1080/1], some of which 

[1081] Group 39 overlay the limestone wall (Group 23). The bricks of context 1080 were dated 

to the 14th–16th century and those of context 1081 to the 16th–18th century. The distinction 

between the dates is probably not significant since some of the bricks had clearly been re-used 

in this location and the construction is likely to be post-medieval.  

The alignment of this building, oblique to the line of Hungate, with one of the walls meeting and 

re-using the base of the pre-existing limestone wall, indicated that together they could have 

formed three sides of an irregularly shaped building, with the fourth side lying beyond the 

western edge of the excavation. An obliquely aligned building is not shown on the 1852 

Ordnance Survey map and both cartographic and stratigraphic evidence suggest a pre-19th-

century date for this building. It had clearly been demolished when the overlying 19th-century 

brick wall, [1017] Group 47, was constructed parallel to the line of Hungate, respecting the 

building plots which are shown on the 1852 Ordnance Survey map. 

Brick floors (Group 40) which may be associated with this building are also of post-medieval 

date (Brick Floors). 

Brick Floors 

At the western edge of excavation, stratigraphically above tile and brick demolition spreads 

(Group 36), lay the remains of three possible brick floors and their respective levelling deposits 

(Group 40). The surfaces lay within the area bounded by the raft foundations [1200 and 1174] 

but cannot be directly linked with this structure. They may represent a series of brick floors in a 

building located here from the 16th century–late 17th/18th century, and the later floors may 

relate to a 19th-century building on this plot. 

At their northern extent these floors respect the wall [1335] aligned with the south side of 

Hungate and lie within the area defined by wall [1174 and 1200], Group 37, although they are 

not directly linked to these walls stratigraphically they may represent floors within a sequence 

of buildings here. The earliest of these deposits was levelling [1035], below floor [1008]. This 

comprised bricks laid on end and occasional angular fragments of limestone also set into a 

surface, along with very occasional tiles, with some patches of grey-white mortar visible on the 

top and sides of some of the bricks. This surface was very disturbed and most of the bricks were 

broken but there appeared to be the remnants of a fan-like pattern. On excavation it was seen 

that the mortar bore imprints of bricks which did not matched the alignment of the bricks in the 

surface, suggesting that the bricks had been re-used to form this surface. The most unusual 

bricks, each with a chamfer on one corner [1029], had originally been used to create a half-

octagonal column 383mm wide and 133mm deep. These bricks were dated to the 14th–16th 

century but other bricks from this surface were dated to the 16th–18th century; residual 13th-

century pottery was also recovered from this material. 
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Facing south, disturbed brick floor, scale unit 10cm (Group 40) 

 

Facing west, brick floors (Group 40) in section, scale unit 10cm 
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Facing west, disturbed brick floor (Group 40), scale unit 10cm  

Above this surface was a further layer of levelling material [1011] from which residual 13th-

century pottery was recovered. A brick surface [1007], extending beyond the western edge of 

excavation was laid on a thick layer of loose yellow/white mortar above this levelling. The bricks 

were dated to the 14th–16th century but again may have been re-used in this location since a 

single sherd of late 17th-century pottery was recovered from this context, indicating a more 

likley construction date for the floor. Above this was a third brick surface [1006] again 

comprising re-used bricks dating to the 14th–16th century. The bricks were bonded with mortar 

and formed a very disturbed floor surface which extended beyond the western edge of 

excavation (see also Ceramic Building Material). 

17th-18th century Buildings – South Side 

17th- to 18th-century buildings on the south side of the street, Period 6 

The deposits in Group 42 represent the remains of buildings on the double plot of No.15 

Hungate (see 1907 map detail). These buildings may date from the 17th to 18th century, 

surviving into the 19th century, and represent the replacement of larger post-medieval 

buildings set in gardens by smaller terraced houses with either tiny gardens or yards, or in some 

cases none at all. These remains are not directly stratigraphically related to the post medieval 

building at the western edge of the site, aligned obliquely to Hungate (16th-18th c. building), 

and thus it is not known from the archaeological evidence if the introduction of smaller terraced 

houses here was piecemeal, alongside the larger buildings or if this change took place wholesale. 

  

The base of a wall aligned north–south, [1141/42] Group 42 , measuring c.0.50m wide and c.3m 

long, lay at right-angles to and abutted the pre-existing wall running along the south side of 

Hungate, [1168]  Group 23.  At right-angles to and abutting 1141/42 was a short length of wall, 

[1140] Group 42 , which measured c.0.70m long and c.0.50m wide. Only one course of these 

walls survived and comprised regularly shaped limestone blocks, occasional sandstone blocks 

and bricks. The blocks at the northern end of the wall [1142] were faced on both sides, with the 

eastern face heavily mortared; some bricks (dated to the 16th–18th century) had been inserted 

into this side. The blocks [1141] towards the southern end of the wall were unfaced irregular 
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blocks on the east face and more regular, roughly faced, blocks on the west face; both faces 

were mortar-bonded. Some of the blocks in these walls were likely to have been re-used and 

included architetural fragments 3, 6, 7 (see Architectural Fragments). 

The wall [1141/42], aligned north–south, lies along the west side of the building plot of No.15 

Hungate to the south side of the street as shown on the 1852 and 1891 Ordnance Survey maps. 

It is likely to have formed the base of the external wall of this building. The base of another wall 

[1140] at right angles to it probably formed an internal dividing wall within this building.  

 

Facing south, wall 1142 during excavation  

 

Facing west, brick surface 1020 and wall 1142, scale unit 10cm  
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Facing west, brick surface 1020 and wall 1142, scale unit 10cm 

A small area of brick floor [1020] survived in the corner formed by these walls [1141/1142, 1140 

and 1168]. Above this was a thin levelling layer [1015] of  mortar and sand, above which was 

another brick floor [1010]. The bricks from both of these floors were dated to the 16th–18th 

centuries and late 17th- to 18th-century pottery was recovered from the levelling between 

them.  

 

Facing west, brick walls (Group 42), scale unit 10cm  

At the eastern edge of excavation, the base of the pre-existing wall, 1178 (Group 22), running 

along the south side of Hungate, was also used as the foundation for another wall (Group 

43) along the same alignment, but contemporary with those discussed above. The make-up of 

the wall comprised four limestone blocks of varying sizes, roughly faced on the north-facing 

side and bonded with very hard, light yellow/brown mortar. Two bricks were packed within 

the mortar [1169] and two courses of brick above the limestone were bonded with very hard 

light brown/yellow mortar [1156]. These brick were dated to the 14th–16th century and were 

likely to have been re-used in this location. A narrow metal pipe in cut 1162, aligned north–
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south, was located immediately above the remains of this wall (19th-20th century Buildings). 

 

Facing south, brick walls (Group 42), scale unit 10cm  

 

Facing east, wall Group 43, scale unit 10cm  

Cartography 

Speed’s map of 1610 shows four houses on the north side of Hungate to the east of St Saviour's 

Church, with open ground on the south side of the street extending as far south as the Foss. 

James Archer’s map of 1682 shows houses lining Peasholme Green, Stonebow Lane and the 

north side of Hungate, with orchards and gardens to their rear and orchards and gardens to the 

south side of the road. Cossins' map of 1727 only illustrates the principal buildings so, while it 

marks Hungate, St Saviour's church is the only building shown in the locality of the site. Baines' 

map of 1828 shows buildings to each side of Hungate, still with large gardens to their rear. This 

layout suggests that properties on Hungate, located in large plots, were of relatively high 

class. The surviving standing buildings in the locality include a significant 16th-century timber-
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framed building, now the Black Swan Public House, Peasholme Green, close to the site, as well 

as St Anthony’s Hall, on the corner of The Stonebow and Aldwark, dating to the 15th–17th 

century. 

 

Archer, 1682 

 

Cossins, 1727 

 

Baines, 1822 
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19TH-20TH CENTURY HUNGATE 

The Street 

In 1902 a scheme was proposed to demolish poor housing which occupied the Hungate area; 

one of the reasons given was that the houses were constantly subject to flooding. The 1930 

Ordnance Survey map shows that Bradley's Buildings, to the north-east of the site, have been 

demolished, and the 1937 edition shows a large area of demolished housing in the Hungate 

area. In the 1950s the area was redeveloped for light industry and warehousing, including the 

construction of the Telephone Exchange on Garden Place. In 1955 Hungate was bisected by the 

construction of a new road known as The Stonebow, leaving the present arrangement of 

Hungate ending in a cul-de-sac to the north-west of the development site and continuing as a 

road off The Stonebow to the south-east. Further redevelopment of buildings for light industry 

and offices took place between the 1960s and 1980s. A petrol station and a second-hand car 

showroom, the former Henlys Garage, occupied the whole of the site. Remains of this, now 

demolished, structure were found during the 2000 evaluation excavation, with archaeological 

deposits surviving less than 0.20m below the modern ground surface. 

 

From above, facing east, the remains of demolished buildings on the south side of Hungate, 

scale unit 10cm 
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Facing south, Hungate surface during excavation 

 

Ordnance Survey map of 1937, showing cleared area 

Hungate, granite setts 

An area of the most recent 20th-century surface of Hungate, [1027, 1037] Group 49, Period 7, 

survived towards the eastern edge of the excavation. The same surface was seen in the east-

facing section. It was constructed of granite setts with bitumen used as bonding (see also 19th- 

to 20th-century Hungate: Buildings). Post-medieval surfaces of the street were not seen and it 

can only be presumed that these were destroyed when the more recent surface was 

constructed. 
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The uppermost deposits, sealing Hungate and covering the site, were demolition-derived 

deposits of modern date (Group 52). Some of these contexts were removed by hand excavation 

after modern overburden [1000] had been removed by machine. 

19th- to 20th-century Hungate: buildings 

Cartography 

The 1852 Ordnance Survey map shows the line of Hungate running through the site, with 

terraced houses to each side of the road. Very few alterations are recorded in the buildings 

which appear on the 1897 2nd edition Ordnance Survey map as compared with the 1st edition 

map. An annotated version of this map, dated 1907, shows numbers 10 and 12 Hungate, on the 

north side of the road, and numbers 11, 13 and a double plot, 15, on the south side. Number 11 

is described as a fried fish shop (see below). Still extant, and adjoining the site to the west, is 

the Lady Hewley's Hospital building, annotated as 'almshouses for old women'. This has Grade 

II listed building status and is a two-storey building constructed of ashlars in Tudor style, and 

built in 1840 to a design by J.P. Pritchett. An 18th-/19th-century edifice called Bradley's 

Buildings, ranged around a courtyard, occupied the area to the east and north of the excavation, 

with the disused burial ground of St Crux occupying the adjacent plot to the north and west of 

the site.  

 

OS map, 1907  
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Site-centered detail from OS map, 1907 

Early 20th-century photographs of Hungate show the type of terraced housing which occupied 

the site in this period (see below) and that there was alteration and demolition of indivdual 

buildings before the widespread clearance of the area in the 1930's (see 19th-20th c Hungate : 

The Street). 

 

Facing east, the corner of Hungate and Lime Street, c.1907 
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Facing north-west, entrance to Bradley's Buildings and adjoining terrace in the 1900s 

 

Facing north-west, Hungate after the demolition of part of the terrace adjoining Bradley's 

Buildings 

Buildings 19th–20th century, Period 7 

Buildings from this period along each side of Hungate have been largely removed by large-scale 

20th-century clearance, but some remains were found. In the north-west corner of the site 

remnants of 18th-/19th-century brick buildings fronting onto the north side of Hungate were 

revealed within Trench 24 in 2000 (Macnab and McComish 2000, 83). The buildings fronting 

onto the south side of Hungate, constructed in the 17th–18th century, survived into the 19th 

century (see 17th- to 18th-century buildings on the south side of the street);  Group 42 walls 

formed part of the building on plot 15 Hungate. Within this plot, five bricks bonded with loose 
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yellow/white mortar, [1032] Group 45, formed three sides of a small rectangular brick structure 

of unknown function. Stratigraphically above were the remains of a possible floor, [1030] Group 

45, covering a small area and continuing beyond the southern edge of excavation. A small 

square brick structure (0.45m x 0.45m), surviving for two courses, comprised bricks bonded with 

yellow/white mortar, with mortar on the exterior sides, [1016], Group 50. This is likely to have 

been part of the buildings here.  

Numbers 15 and 13 Hungate were annotated 'tenements' on the 1907 map and can be seen 

decorated to celebrate the York adult schools jubliee in 1907 (see photograph above). The 

surviving remains within plot 13 comprised a wall, [1017] Group 47, aligned east–west, which 

lay c.1.65m to the south of and parallel to the wall aligned with the south side of Hungate (Group 

22). A 2m-length of this wall survived, which comprised two brick faces, with  one surviving 

course. The bricks have been dated to the 16th–18th century, but may have been re-used in this 

situation. 

On the corner of Hungate and Stonebow Lane was No.11 Hungate, annotated 'fried fish shop' 

on the 1907 map, and visible on the photograph above. Remains within this plot comprised a 

single course of bricks, [1013] Group 46, forming a rectangle, which perhaps represented the 

base of a chimney. The bricks were dated to the 16th–18th centuries, but may have been re-

used. A post-medieval bead (Sf5) was recovered from the ashy silt use deposit [1012] within the 

chimney. 

 

Facing north, excavating Group 46 

javascript:wikiDetails('FSF00005')
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Facing west, base of a possible chimney [1013], charcoal and coal [1012], scale unit 10cm  

 

From above, facing east. The remains of demolished buildings on the south side of Hungate, 

scale unit 10cm 
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Service trenches 

Several service trenches (Group 48) crossed the site; in some cases the location of these 

trenches corresponded with lanes or alleys between properties as shown on the 1852 Ordnance 

Survey map. Towards the western edge of the site was a service trench [1093], measuring 

c.0.60m wide and c.0.80m deep, aligned  north-north-east/ south-south-west. This contained a 

large ceramic pipe (left in situ) and occupies a location and alignment corresponding to a lane 

leading between Nos.11 and 13 Hungate into an unpaved yard to the south (see 1907 annotated 

map). Another service trench  [1118] with the same alignment, some c.4.13m to the east, was 

located in an area which corresponded exactly to a narrow alleyway between Nos.13 and 15 

Hungate. The service pipe was not revealed by excavation in this area, but was seen in the 

continuation of the trench further north, below the granite sett surface of Hungate [1027]. Less 

than 0.50m to the east was a further service trench [1367], aligned north-east /south-

west, which lay within the building plot of No.15 Hungate. 

A service trench [1100], aligned east–west, lay adjacent to the south side of the modern street 

surface of Hungate, beneath the pavement. The southern kerb of Hungate [1098/1283 and 

1036], formed by large York stone slabs placed on edge, also marked the northern edge of this 

service trench.  

 

Facing west, wall 1168 and service trench 1093, scale unit 10cm 
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Facing west, section through service trench 1100, scale unit 10cm  

 

Facing north, service trench tunnelling under wall, Group 23. Scale unit 10cm 

FINDS 

Metalworking 

By Nicola Rogers  

Metal-working 

One of the main elements of the assemblage is material relating to non-ferrous metal-working, 

in particular pin-making, and also the possible manufacture of other types of dress accessory, 

including twisted wire loop fasteners, made, as the name suggests, from twisted wire. The 

evidence of pin-making is provided by numerous lengths of wire, and also many unfinished pins; 

the wire might also have been used to make the fasteners. 

The pins 
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The pins can be divided by their head forms into two main types, those with solid heads, and 

those with wire wound heads. The solid heads are either globular (see for 

example  SF16) globular-headed pin or cylindrical (see for example SF81) cylindrical-headed 

pin, and both types can be seen to have had their heads soldered on. As the name indicates, 

wire wound-headed pins have their heads formed by a length of wire being wrapped, typically 

for one and a half to two turns, around the top of the pin shank; these heads would also be 

soldered on (see for example SF88) wire wound-headed pin. 

Medieval pins with solid globular or wire wound heads have been found on other sites in York 

( AY 17/15, 2915–18), and elsewhere in England, for example Sandal Castle, Wakefield 

(Caple in Mayes and Butler 1983 , 269–78), London (Egan and Pritchard 1991, 297–304) and 

Winchester (Biddle and Barclay 1991, 560–71). Indeed, pins with wire wound heads were used 

in both the medieval and post-medieval periods in considerable numbers, and appear to have 

been more commonly used than the pins with solid heads, certainly in medieval York (AY 17/15, 

2916). The cylindrical head form, however, has not been recorded previously on pins from York, 

and does not seem to have been found elsewhere. Pins with this head form come from Phase 

4, 14th- to early 15th-century (SF59 and SF67), and Phase 5, 15th-century deposits 

(SF62 and SF81),  and it seems possible that this head shape may have been a local variant of 

the solid form of head in the late 14th–15th centuries. 

  

Pin with globular head SF16, Pin with cylindrical head SF8,  Pin with wire wound head SF88 

Pin manufacture 

Although it has not been possible to analyse the wires and pins metallographically, there seems 

little doubt that some of the wires represent debris from pin manufacture, the two types of 

artefact having been found together in several deposits. The earliest deposit in which pins were 

found (context 1358) dates to the 14th century (Phase 3). This produced six unfinished pins 
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(SF43) and two pins with sub-globular heads (SF44). Most of the pins, however, were recovered 

from two Phase 4, (late 14th- to early 15th-century) contexts. Between them 

contexts 1328 and 1347 produced 34 pins (SF50, SF59,SF67, SF68, SF69) with both head forms 

represented, as well as 250 lengths of copper alloy wire and nine copper alloy sheet offcuts 

(SF52, SF53, SF54, SF55, SF66, SF68 , SF69, SF75), all possible pin-making debris. Three Phase 

5  deposits (contexts 1193,  1321, and 1326 produced a total of 14 pins 

(SF16, SF62, SF81, SF88, SF92, SF97) also with solid and wire wound heads represented. In 

addition working debris, comprising 58 lengths of wire, three of twisted wire, two rods and eight 

copper alloy sheet offcuts, was recovered 

(SF34, SF60, SF61, SF63, SF71, SF73, SF74, SF82, SF85, SF89, SF91, SF92, SF93, SF95, SF98, SF99

, SF100). Apart from context 1193, which is a pit backfill, all the other contexts from Phases 3–5 

which produced pins represent medieval road surfaces or build-up immediately above them. 

This may indicate that the debris from this craft was swept out of a nearby building, perhaps a 

pin-making workshop, onto the road. 

 

X-Ray of pins and wires SF68 

Other evidence of pin-making in the same area has been recovered from previous excavations 

around Hungate. In 2000, a series of trenches were excavated in the area, and of these, four 

produced pins and/or wires and other artefacts associated with pin-making. Trench 24 was 

positioned in the north-west corner of the 2004 excavations, and produced 12 pins and 30 wires 

(Macnab and McComish 2000, 132). Three other trenches (Trenches 12, 15, 20) in the area 

produced pins, wires and rods, as well as the remains of four bone tools associated with pin-

making (Macnab and McComish 2000, 127, 129, 131). The bone tools, known as pinners' bones, 

were found in Trench 15 (positioned close to the River Foss) and Trench 20 on Garden Street. 

Typically, these tools are made from a cattle or horse longbone, and have four flat facets at one 

end of the bone with grooves cut in on each face. The grooves held the pins firm while the shank 

tips were sharpened to a point. An example was found at the site of a Gilbertine priory on 

Fishergate, York (AY 17/12, 1992–3). Further excavations in 2002 on Palmer Lane, close to the 

2000 season's Trench 12, also produced 22 pins, eight wire lengths of two different gauges, two 

rods and a pinners' bone fragment (Johnson 2002). 

Pin manufacturing techniques 
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Metallographic analysis of pins and wires found at Sandal Castle revealed that the wires and pin 

shanks had probably been made using drawn wire, the wire itself having been formed from a 

thick piece of metal strip, bent into a circular-sectioned rod, and then reduced in diameter by 

drawing through a draw plate (Caple in Mayes and Butler 1983, 277). Some of the pin shanks 

from the Henlys site were observed to have seams or lines running down the shanks, 

suggesting they had been drawn through a draw plate (for example SF44). 

Documentary evidence of pin manufacture in medieval York 

Written sources concerning medieval pin-making include laws regarding the manufacture and 

sale of pins, import and export records, documents referring to purchases or ownership, and 

accounts of the pin-makers' guilds. In York, the Pinners' Guild appears to have been established 

in the mid-14th century (Caple 1991, 243); the members of the guild would have had the 

monopoly on making and selling pins in the city. Two 'pinners' are recorded on the town council 

for the first time in 1379 (Caple 1991, 243), and only two years later, in the 1381 Lay Poll Tax 

Records, ten pinners are recorded as living in the parish of St Crux (Caple 1991, 243). The 

remains of the church of St Crux still stand today on Pavement, approximately 1500m from the 

site of the excavations. The area may still have been a prime one for the manufacture of pins in 

the mid-15th century. The accounts of the Ouse Bridge bridgemaster record the non-payment 

of rent for a property on the Shambles in 1464 by William Croft, who is described as a pinner 

(AY 2/2, Ouse Bridge 4). Perhaps surprisingly, women are also recorded as wiredrawers and 

pinners, including Ellen, the widow of York pinner William Couper. She retained control of his 

business on his death, and on her own death in 1469, bequeathed materials from the workshop 

to another woman (Swanson 1989, 72). By 1482–83, the Pinners' Guild had merged with that of 

the Wiredrawers, perhaps in part in response to competition from Europe from which imports 

had begun to arrive (Caple 1991, 244). 

There has been some debate about the function of medieval pins. Those with wire wound heads 

found in medieval Winchester were termed 'sewing pins' (Biddle and Barclay 1991, 560) but the 

general consensus appears to be that all pins with either wire wound or solid heads acted 

primarily as dress fastenings, particularly for fixing veils (Egan and Pritchard 1991, 297), but also 

for fastening garments (Caple 1991, 243–4). 

Other dress accessories 

The pins are the major component of an assemblage which is dominated by dress fastenings 

and belt fittings; some of these have also been made from wire, and were almost 

certainly products of the site. These include five wire loop fasteners (SF68, SF87 wire loop 

fasteners, SF94). The precise function of these wire loops with twisted ends is not certain, but 

they have been found in burials along arms, indicating that they probably acted as dress 

fastenings (Margeson 1993, 20, fig.10). SF68, SF69, and SF83 are lace tags, used on the ends of 

laces on clothing and bags to prevent fraying. All the wire loop fasteners and the lace tags were 

recovered alongside pins at the site, and must all be contemporary. Another possible dress 

fastener is a double-ended hooked fitting (SF56); a similar object was found in 16th-century 

levels at the Gilbertine priory on Fishergate, York (AY 17/15, 2921, fig.1491). Another form of 

possible tag, which does not seem to have been found elsewhere, is small and flat with one 

pointed end and the other rounded with a perforation below: five examples of these were 
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recovered,  three of which (SF43, SF46, SF47)  tag were found in the Phase 3 context 

1358  which also produced unfinished pins (see above). 

 

Three twisted wire loop fasteners SF87 

 

Possible tag SF47 

Although only a few belt fittings were recovered, it seems possible that these objects were also 

being made on site. SF27 and SF66 are both parts of a strap-end, an object which, as its name 

suggests, was placed at the end of a strap, such as a belt or girdle.  SF66 decorated strap-end 

fragment is of a simple form with two plates riveted together, but unusually one face has been 

decorated. Another type incorporated a spacer plate between two plates: SF27 strap end 

forked spacer plate X-ray showing SF27, upper left is a forked spacer plate, so called  because of 

its shape. In a study of strap-ends from several medieval sites in York, this form with a spacer 
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plate was found to be the most common (AY 17/15, 2900). It typically dates from the 14th–15th 

centuries (Egan and Pritchard 1991, 145). SF48 is a D-shaped buckle with an acorn-shaped knop 

at the point where the pin tip rests, although the pin itself is incomplete X-ray showing SF48, 

centre buckle. Found in a Phase 4 deposit (context 1354), this buckle form has also been found 

in London in a late 14th-century level (Egan and Pritchard 1991, 94, no.421). A pair of buckle 

plates as seen on SF70 provided a means of attaching a buckle to a strap; part of the buckle 

frame still survives but its original form is now unclear. The object was found in context 1328, 

part of the road surface Group 4, dated to Phase 4. An eight-lobed, or octofoil, mount SF51 X-

ray showing SF51, centre bottom would have decorated a belt; it was also found in a Group 

4 road surface (context 1347). Finally, mail links (SF58), another find from context 1328, might 

represent another product of the craftsmen making objects out of wire. 

 

Decorated strap-end fragment SF66  

 

Strap-end forked spacer plate SF27  

The links of chain mail and copper alloy wire from the same context have been the subject of a 

metallographic report (see Medieval metal-working: mail-making). These and other metal-

working finds warrant further study and this will take place when they can be analysed alongside 

similar finds from other nearby excavations. 
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Mailmaking 

By Suzanne Moss 

Along with various offcuts from metal and wire work a fragment of mail armour SF58 was found 

in context 1328, one of the surfaces of Hungate, dated to the late 14th to early 15th century. 

Four copper alloy links, three joined and one loose, were found in good condition, each 

approximately 8mm in diameter and made of 0.8mm diameter wire. 

Mail is the longest utilised form of metal armour, the earliest known dating to the 5th century 

BC and in Britain the earliest example is a tunic from a barrow dating to the 3rd century 

BC Gilmour 1997, 32). It was widely used in the early Middle Ages (O'Connor in AY 17/8, 1057–

60), but took a downturn in use after the mid-14th century when plate armour became more 

accessible. Mail was still widely used, however, through being available as 'one-size-fits-all' off-

the-peg garments, and because plate was expensive and required tailoring to the individual. 

Mail garments were made predominantly of iron or low-carbon steel, which were relatively easy 

to work and offered good protection. Copper alloys were not suitable for whole items, offering 

less protection because they were softer and yet more difficult to work due to their relative 

'springiness'. Their application in mail was generally restricted to the addition of decorative 

fringes to the edges of garments. As most mail is made of iron, it usually only survives as 

complete items found in collections. Mail found archaeologically is generally rusted beyond any 

useful analysis, so these links, surviving in good condition, are interesting. 

Good-quality wire, which had been either drawn or rolled, was used to produce mail. The wire 

was first wound around a mandrel (a metal bar) to produce a coil, which was then cut down its 

length either with wire cutters or a chisel to produce individual rings. The ends of each ring were 

overlapped and then flattened by a blow from a hammer, which provided the flat section in 

which the rivet was set. A hole was then punched through the ends of the links in this flattened 

section, probably with a hardened drift (a tool made more resilient by heating and quenching, 

used to punch holes) and a mallet. To make the triangular rivets which came into use at the end 

of the 14th century, a thin strip of metal was cut, which was then snipped at angles along its 

length, creating small wedge shapes. After the rings had been linked together, one of these 

rivets would be inserted into the hole in the link ends, and then the point of it which protruded 

out of the back would be peened with setting tongs to hold the ends of the link together. 

 
Linking mail 

 

 
Riveting mail links 

 

 
Rivet cutaway 

 

 

This process, although lengthy, prevented the links from bursting apart when struck, and 
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therefore offered far greater protection. It is estimated that an experienced mail-maker could 

link and rivet a ring in under a minute. However, as the average number of links in a mail shirt 

is 35,000, far more in a good-quality shirt with fine links such as the ones discussed here, the 

construction of an entire garment would be a time-consuming process. 

Although the mail links from Henlys Garage had a hole punched through the flattened ends of 

the links, there were no rivets set in the holes. It is possible that they had been lost at some 

stage, as has been found elsewhere on copper alloy mail (Schmid 2003), but it is more likely that 

these links are mid-way through the manufacturing process and were yet to be riveted, as 

discussed in the metallography report below. 

It seems that this fragment was intended as part of a good-quality garment. The fact that there 

was to be decoration with delicate copper alloy links at all makes it of a class above simply 

utilitarian. Additionally, the links were well crafted, with a smoothly sloping shoulder between 

the round cross-section of the bulk of the link and the flattened area for the rivet. 

Other items from the site which could possibly be related to mail-making include copper alloy 

sheet offcuts (SF34, SF75 and SF100) which may be associated with the making of rivets. These 

offcuts appear to be clipped at an angle, making it possible that these are the remains of the 

thin strips from which triangular rivets were cut. Many wire offcuts were also found in the same 

context [1328] as the mail, which may also be related to its manufacture (see 14th- and 15th-

century copper alloy working evidence from Hungate). Metallographic analysis was carried out 

to ascertain if these finds could be related to the mail links. 

 

SF58 Mail links 
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SF58 Mail link 

 

SF58 Mail links 

The Metallography 

Metallographic analysis using a reflected light microscope was undertaken on two of the mail 

links and one section of wire from context 1328. The study was conducted by mounting the 

samples in resin and then grinding and polishing to reveal the metal microstructure. One link 

was studied in plane-section, and one in cross-sections through the wire and the rivet area. The 

wire was also studied in both plane- and cross-section. 

The metallographic structure suggests that the mail and wire are made from very similar 

material, a copper alloy probably including both zinc and tin. Further clarity on this point could 

be obtained by means of SEM analysis. The grain structure in the samples shows distorted twin 

lines and strain lines within the grains, suggesting that distortion from working has occurred 
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after the final stage of recrystallisation through annealing. It is likely that the samples, of both 

the wire and the mail links, had been repeatedly annealed and hot or cold worked, as annealing 

after cold working produces the twin-grain structure (Scott 1991, 97) visible on the samples, 

with strain lines produced by further cold working. 

The plane-section through the wire shows particular strain lines at its edges and slag lines along 

its length, suggesting that it was formed, at least partly, by drawing through a plate. It is clear 

that even at this stage, the wire had been annealed and worked repeatedly. 

The plane- and cross-section samples of the wire sections and the link wire seem to be very 

similar as far as it is possible to tell through metallographic analysis. They appear to be of similar 

dimensions and broad metallographic composition. Both have a groove, visible to the naked 

eye, which runs the length of the wire. Similar grooves are present on many mail links from 

other sources (Schmid 2003, 5), but as yet the cause of this is unknown. An imperfection in the 

draw plate is unlikely, as there is consistently one notable groove running around the length of 

links, whereas the rest of the surface is unblemished. It has been suggested that this was due to 

the wire being formed by rolling before it was drawn. It was hoped that analysis of the sections 

of the wire and the link would shed light on the issue, but there is no evidence within the 

microstructure to suggest rolling as a method of manufacture. The material throughout the 

sections appears to be uniform, although it is possible that this was created through repeated 

annealing and compression through drawing of the wire. 

Analysis of the cross-section through the rivet area suggests that it is likely that the link has not 

been riveted at any time. While the microstructure of the metal shows evidence of strain around 

the hole through the link ends, this appears to be more consistent with punching than with 

riveting. Strain lines from riveting would be expected to be visible if the process had taken place, 

as it would be counter-productive to anneal the links further at this stage as the process is then 

finished and the links need to be as hard as possible for protection. There is no evidence of 

severe deformation of the area of the sort which would result from the rivet being peened. 

Furthermore, the area does not exhibit the 'watershed' shape associated with most rivet areas 

on mail links which is thought to be produced at the rivet setting stage (Schmid 2003, 3–4). It is 

therefore likely that the links were discarded after the hole had been punched through the two 

link ends. 

Conclusions 

As the mail is a small fragment which was found intact, it is unlikely to have become detached 

from an item by chance. The links appear never to have been riveted and therefore mid-way 

through the manufacturing process, so it is probable that they were lost or discarded because 

they were imperfect. It is impossible to say whether this would be related to the production of 

whole garments or the repair of damaged links on existing items. Irrespective of the nature of 

manufacture, this find is extremely rare as mail is only generally seen as a finished product. 

The fact that mail production, or at least repair, seems to have been taking place very close to 

this site raises interesting questions about mail manufacture. Other metalworking activities are 

evident in the same area, which suggests that here, at least, the manufacture of mail was not 

carried out in exclusive workshops. The fact that many other wire-related items and debris were 
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found on site suggests that workshops may well have offered a broad range of services relating 

to wire-work, rather than concentrating on a specific specialism, such as mail-making. 

Leartherworking 

By Nicola Rogers 

Fifteen finds of leather mainly comprise debris from leather-working, with footwear being the 

end product. Analysis of the offcuts indicates that in addition to shoe-making, currying was also 

carried out in the area. 

 Waste produced during various stages of leather production is distinctive, and can be related 

to different parts of the process. Following tanning, which was the first stage of hide 

preparation, the unfinished leather was passed to the currier, whose job was to transform the 

stiff material into a pliant, workable material for the shoe-maker or other leather craftsman to 

transform into the finished product. Some of the leather finds from the site include shavings or 

parings (SF125 and sf126) which are produced when paring down the thickness of tanned hides 

during currying. Similar shavings were found in late 14th-/15th-century deposits at 16–22 

Coppergate in York (AY 17/16, 3254-5). Primary offcuts result from the initial trimming of hides 

following currying; they comprise unusable parts of the skin, including the areas around the 

udders, head and legs. SF123, SF128  and SF134  leather offcuts all include primary offcuts, that 

in SF128 including part of an udder. Secondary offcuts are left over from the pattern cutting out 

process, such as the cutting out of the various elements of a shoe; SF121, SF134  include 

secondary offcuts. Other offcuts which cannot be classified 

(SF122, SF125, SF126, SF130), scraps and unidentified fragments 

(SF22, SF124, SF127, SF134)  were also recovered. 

 

Leather offcuts SF134 

Apart from one fragment (SF22) which was found in a Phase 5 pit backfill (context 1193), all the 

leatherworking debris was recovered from Phase 3–5 deposits associated with the street of 

Hungate, either in the make-up of the road (see for example SF123, context 1358) or over the 

road surface. The largest amount of working waste (SF121, SF129, SF129, SF130, SF134) was 

found in context 1321, build-up over the road dated to Phase 5. This context also produced pin-

making debris, as did all the contexts in which leather-working debris was found, apart from 
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contexts 1346 (SF122) and context 1317 (SF127). The recovery of waste from both these 

activities in the same deposits suggests that pin-making and leather-working were being carried 

out, and  their respective debris was being dumped, in the same vicinity. 

Other evidence of leather-working in the same area has been recovered from previous 

excavations. In excavations on Hungate in 2000, Trench 24 (which was positioned in the north-

west corner of the 2004 excavations) produced both primary and secondary offcuts of leather, 

one offcut with a possible tanner's mark, as well as parts of shoes dated to the 15th century 

(Macnab and McComish 2000, 133). Pin-making debris was also found here (Macnab and 

McComish 2000, 132) (see Medieval metal-working).  

The shoes 

SF131, SF132, SF133 contain the remains of shoes. SF131 SF00131: leather shoe sole shoe 

sole and SF132 shoe sole each comprise a shoe sole which conforms to Sole Type (e) as defined 

by Mould, Carlisle and Cameron in their study of the Anglo-Scandinavian and medieval 

leather shoes  from 16022 Coppergate (AY 17/16, 3274). This sole type is characterised by a 

narrow waist (the area between the seat or heel and the tread), and some forms incorporated 

the long pointed toes known as poulaines (AY 17/16, 3274). Unfortunately on 

both SF131 and SF132 the toe area has been lost. SF133 comprises part of a shoe sole and 

upper, but the original forms of both parts are unclear. SF131 was recovered from a Phase 4 

road surface (context 1328), while SF132  was found in context 1321 (build-up over the road 

dated to Phase 5). Similarly dated find spots were recorded at Coppergate where Mould et al. 

noted that Type e soles were found principally in 14th- to 15th-century contexts (AY 17/16, 

3274). Context 1321 produced SF132  and SF133, but also the largest concentration of leather-

working waste found on the site (see above), and so it seems likely that these shoes, and also 

perhaps SF131, may have been the result of this leather-working activity. 

  

 

Shoe sole SF132  
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Shoe sole SF131  

 Other Artefacts  

By Nicola Rogers 

Anglo-Scandinavian artefacts 

SF120 is part of a bun-shaped loom weight loom weight fragment which would have been used 

on a warp-weighted loom to keep the vertical warp threads taut during weaving. The warp-

weighted loom was in use in Britain from the Iron Age, but the form of loom weight found on 

this site is typical of the Anglo-Saxon period (AY 17/11, 1753). The warp-weighted loom 

appeared to go out of use at Coppergate — and other urban sites — by the late 9th 

century/early 10th century (AY 17/11, 1753). The pottery sequence from the site indicates some 

Anglo-Scandinavian activity in the later 9th to early 10th century (Pottery), into which period 

use of this loom weight probably falls. 

A deer skull fragment with the basal burr of an antler still attached ( SF135) deer skull may also 

date from this period, although it was found in a  Phase 2 surface [1306]. The main part of the 

antler comprising the beams and projecting tines has been sawn off, probably for use in the 

manufacture of combs or other objects (AY 17/12, 1905). Other evidence of antler- and bone-

working was found in previous excavations in 2000, when a series of trenches were excavated 

in the area. One of these — Trench 24 — was positioned in the north-west corner of the 2004 

excavations and produced three antler offcuts and a bone comb tooth plate (Macnab and 

McComish 2000, 132). Antler was used in York particularly during the Anglian and Anglo-

Scandinavian periods, declining during the post-Conquest period (AY 17/12, 1906), and it seems 

likely that SF135 derives from 9th- to 10th-century antler-working on this site. At this period, 

antlers were typically collected after being naturally shed in the wild, and most antlers found at 

Coppergate proved to have been naturally shed (AY 17/12, 1905). SF135 is unusual in 
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representing the remains of an antler still attached to a deer carcass, which presumably had 

been brought in as a source of food. 

 

Loom weight fragment SF120 (left) Deer skull with base of antler SF135 (right) 

Medieval artefacts 

Structural items 

SF23 is a fragment of painted window glass, found in a Phase 5, 15th century, floor layer 

[1255]. The painted decoration comprises lines and circles in red/brown paint, probably from a 

background or border, and it is clearly medieval, although insufficient painting survives to 

provide a more specific date. Two fragments of lead alloy window came, into which glass such 

as SF23 would have been set in a window, were also found, both from Phase 5 deposits: SF28 in 

context 1285 and SF29 in context 1288.Three fragments of wall plaster (SF114), one painted 

with red lines, were recovered from Phase 5 backfill [1193]. The plaster, glass and window 

cames may all have come from the same ecclesiastical building, perhaps St Saviour's Church on 

St Saviourgate or the Carmelite Friary, located between Stonebow, Hungate and the River Foss. 

The church of St Saviour was a pre-Conquest church which was rebuilt in the 15th century, which 

could explain the disposal of structural elements into 15th-century deposits close by on this 

site. The Carmelite Friary was established in the area at the beginning of the 14th century, 

surrendering to King Henry VIII in 1538.   

 

Lead alloy spoon SF78 
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Detail of handle SF78  

Other artefacts 

SF37 is an iron horseshoe fragment, with rectangular countersunk nail holes and a smooth edge, 

characteristics which indicate that it is of a type which was in use from the 13th–14th centuries 

(Clark 1995, 86–7, 96). An almost complete lead alloy spoon (SF78) lead alloy spoon with the 

bowl folded in half and compressed, and the handle twisted, was found in Phase 4, 14th- to 

early 15th-century, road make-up [1328]. Although now rather distored, it is possible to see the 

spoon bowl was probably oval originally, and possibly very shallow; shallow-bowled spoons are 

thought to have been used to hold salt (Egan 1998, 245). The tip of the spoon handle has been 

broken off, but the upper face of the remainder of the handle has a pelletted motif at the join 

with the bowl, and raised lettering along its entire length, the letters unfortunately being largely 

illegible now decorated handle of spoon. A similar spoon found in a late 14th-century deposit in 

London was inscribed IESVS:NAZARENVS in Lombardic lettering (Egan 1998, 249–50, no. 759). 

Despite this religious inscription, this — and other similar spoons — is though to have been a 

domestic utensil (Egan 1998, 245). 

Architectural Fragments 

By Jane McComish  

 A total of 27 architectural fragments (AFs) were recovered from the site, all of which were of 

medieval date. The bulk of these related to walling, being either chamfered plinths (AFs9–13), 

roughly dressed wall facing stones (AFs2–6, AF14 and AFs16–22), or having been re-used as wall 

core (AF8 and AF15). All of these fragments could date to any time within the medieval period 

with the exception of AF14 which dates from after AD 1200 as claw tooling is present on the 

surface. 
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AF27, context 1111  

 

AF24 context 1331  

The remaining blocks, some of which were not closely datable, consisted of architectural 

detailing. AF23 was part of a circular-sectioned column shaft 240mm in diameter. Unfortunately 

the fragment was so badly damaged that it was impossible to determine if this had originally 

been an attached or detached column. Small column shafts of this type were in use throughout 

the medieval period. AF 1 was a small fragment which may have originated in a jamb with an 

internal splay. Again this was not closely datable.  

Three of the fragments were in the Romanesque style (1066–1170). There were two voussoirs 

from a semi-circular arch (AFs25–6), both of which were roughly dressed. There was also part 

of a corbel table decorated with scallops and billet moulding which dates to 1130–39 (AF24). In 

addition, there was a block of elaborate window tracery of Decorated style, dating from c.1270 
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to 1350 (AF27). Both the corbel table fragment and tracery fragment had been re-used as wall 

core. 

Summary 

AFs 1, 23–4 and 27 clearly would have originated from ecclesiastical buildings. The most likely 

place of origin for these stones is either the Carmelite Friary located between Stonebow, 

Hungate and the River Foss or the nearby church of St Saviour on St Saviourgate. This church is 

thought to be a pre-Conquest foundation that was rebuilt totally in the 15th century (Wilson 

and Mee 1998, 151). The remaining fragments were insufficiently diagnostic to determine a 

date. 

Ceramic Building Material 

By Jane McComish 

The ceramic building material (CBM) recovered from the site ranges in date from the Roman to 

the post-medieval period and contains some features of interest. 

 Relatively little CBM from the site pre-dates the 13th century. There is a small quantity of 

Roman brick and a single fragment of tegula, all of which is residual. There are a number of 

curved and flanged tiles of late 11th- to 13th-century date. Tiles of this type represent the 

earliest form of medieval ceramic roofing, and they were normally associated with high-status 

buildings. 

 The bulk of the CBM is of later medieval date and most is in forms and fabrics that are typically 

seen elsewhere in York. The medieval roofing material of the 13th–16th centuries consists of 

plain, peg, crested and ridge tiles. The most unusual features on these roofing tiles are a peg 

hole that had been pecked out of the tile after firing and a ridge tile with streaks of clear glaze 

on the upper surface. There are a number of fragments of stone roofing tiles which are probably 

of medieval date. There is a fragment of a glazed floor tile of 14th- to 16th-century date which 

had cream slip and clear glaze on the upper surface. The medieval bricks of 14th- to 16th-

century date include a brick with a cat's paw print on the upper surface and four examples of 

bricks with rain marks on the upper surfaces. Both the paw print and the rain marks show that 

these bricks were dried outside on the ground, rather than in sheds, before being fired. There 

are a number of unusual bricks with a chamfer on one corner [1029] showed that these 

chamfered bricks were originally used to build a half-octagonal column 383mm wide and 

133mm deep. 

The post-medieval material on the site consists of bricks of 16th- to 18th-century date and a few 

pan tile fragments of 17th-century or later date. None of these fragments were unusual in any 

way.  

Summary 

The relative lack of Roman material suggests that deposits of this date are relatively undisturbed 

in the area. The curved and flanged tiles are of interest as they are from a high-status building. 

It is impossible to know if they are associated with very earliest buildings from the Carmelite 

Friary, or from another  building in the area. The bulk of the sequence is of 13th- to 16th-century 

date, and is in forms and fabrics that are typical for York, with the exception of the chamfered 

bricks and bricks in fabric M99. It is of interest that an elaborately moulded window mullion 
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brick was found on excavations on an adjacent plot of land on Hungate (YAT project 1214 

context 3001). This, together with the chamfered bricks from this site, that there must have 

been an elaborate brick building in the vicinity at some stage. The unusual fabric (M99) may 

have originated from outside York, but could simply represent a single batch of brick from a 

local producer. The post-medieval assemblage is small and of little interest as it represents types 

well known in York throughout this period. 

POTTERY 

By Ailsa Mainman 

Summary 

A small assemblage of pottery (fewer than 500 sherds) was recovered from the site, and broadly 

covers the Roman to modern periods. Excavation did not go below late 12th- or early 13th-

century levels, so all pottery earlier than that is either residual from lower  deposits on the site 

or from adjacent properties; there continues to be a high residual element throughout the 

sequence. This factor  limits the usefulness of the pottery in dating and interpreting activities 

which took place on the site, but nonetheless there are interesting forms and types amongst 

the group.  

The Roman pottery is all residual and belongs broadly to the 2nd and 3rd century, with little 

obviously early or late  Roman material. As is typical of York, there is then a gap through the 

Anglian period, spanned only by a single sherd of Anglian shell-tempered  pottery from context 

1266, where it occurs residually with later material. This sherd is likely to be 8th- or early 9th-

century in date, and, while a single sherd is of limited value, it does point to some form of 

Anglian activity in the area. 

The subsequent Anglo-Scandinavian pottery types may represent a continuation of the activity 

indicated by the Anglian sherd. York ware and Torksey-type wares are present in a number of 

contexts, though always with later  material. This would indicate Anglo-Scandinavian activity 

from the second half of the 9th century and the 10th century, though the nature of that activity 

is hard to establish.  

What is striking is the paucity of evidence, even occurring residually, for the 11th and early 12th 

century. The middle/second half of the 11th century in York is often represented by a peak in 

Stamford ware and is followed shortly after by an increase in gritty wares which then dominate 

the ceramic market throughout the 11th and 12th centuries. This peak in Stamford ware does 

not occur, nor are there the quantities of gritty ware which one might have expected. Either 

there was no activity at this time or occupation deposits which relate to c.1050–1150 have been 

removed.  

Splashed wares of the later 12th century and York Glazed ware begin the excavated sequence, 

which continues through the 13th to 15th centuries represented mainly by Brandsby wares and 

Humber wares. There is little pottery which represents the 16th century, and only a  patchy 

sequence of post-medieval wares including the typical earthenwares, slipwares, stone wares 

and tin-glazed earthenwares.  

The pottery is described below on a period by period basis, see also (Pottery Table). The 

contents of each context are described in the individual IADB record. Pottery types which are 
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mentioned there are described  elsewhere in Volume 16 (The Pottery) in The Archaeology of 

York.  

Period 1 

Group 17 (contexts 1210, 1213), Group 18 (context 1340), Group 20 (context 1360) and Group 

21 (1311, 1342, 1353) 

The most interesting material comes contexts on this early period. There is clear evidence of 

10th-century activity in the area in the form of Torksey-type wares and other wares, but these 

are  all  residual as they are associated with  splashed wares, gritty wares and York Glazed ware 

of the 11th–13th century. A possible piece of Humber ware in context 1360 may be intrusive or 

may be an unusual form of splashed ware of the Beverley type. 

 

This early group contains an interesting socketed bowl [context 1353], [Fig 1] in a hard-fired 

gritty fabric with a grey core and oxidized surfaces. The fabric is similar to the broad class 

of  pottery referred to as York ware (AY16/05, 400–11), although socketed bowls in this ware 

are rare, none being found at the excavation of 16–22 Coppergate. Socketed bowls occur 

frequently in Torksey-type ware (AY16/05, Fig 178), a type which replaces York ware in the 

course of the 10th century. 

The Torksey-type  ware found in contexts ascribed to Period 1 include a heavy fragmentary lamp 

[context 1213], [Fig 2] of a form similar to, but much more substantial than, one from 16–22 

Coppergate  (AY16/05, Fig 186, 2137). A cooking pot rim with thumbed edge [context 1353], [Fig 

3] is a slight second, having a distorted rim. Thumbed edged rims appear on a range of Torksey-

type forms (AY16/05, Figs 180–1) through the 10th and into the early 11th century. 
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Of particular interest is a small vessel with a lustrous dark olive green glaze from the same 

context [1353], [Fig 4]. This is a rare example belonging to an episode of early attempts to glaze 

pottery and is most similar to a small group of vessel fragments recovered from early 10th-

century deposits on 16–22 Coppergate which were called Early Glazed ware Type 2 (AY16/05, 

Fig 193, 2226–31 and Plate XXVb). The fabric is a fine, hard-fired oxidized fabric with a grey core 

at the rim, and it is covered internally and externally by a thick dark olive green glaze. A tiny 

sherd from a small tubular spout (not illustrated) from Period 2 [context 1281] may be part of 

the same (or a similar) vessel. Small vessels with tubular spouts very similar to this were 

recovered from the later 10th-century contexts at 16–22 Coppergate  in a related ware referred 

to as Early Glazed ware Type 3 (AY16/05, Fig 193, 2233–5). These sherds are of interest as they 

add to the growing body of information about the distribution of early experiments with glazing 

through eastern England. A discussion of the subject appears in the report on pottery from 16–

22 Coppergate (AY16/05, 444–62). The remaining material from Period 1 represents types well 

known in the 11th–13th century. 

Period 2 

Group 23.1 (context 1338), Group 23.2 (context 1329, 1348, 1363), Group 23.3 (context 1336), 

Group 24 (context 1306), Group 25 (context 1298), Group 26 (context 1264, 1281, 1300, 1322).  

javascript:wikiDetails('C1353')
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The pottery assemblage from this period suggests a date in the later 13th century or very early 

14th century. This is based on the presence of Brandsby-type wares in several of the contexts 

as well as a single sherd of Humber ware [context 1363]. There is a considerable residual 

element including Roman wares, Anglo-Scandinavian wares (including a large Torksey-ware 

pitcher fragment with a thumbed applied strip in context 1264 (not illustrated) and a good 

example of  a York ware cooking pot [Fig 5]), gritty wares, splashed wares and York glazed wares. 

Sherds size is generally small, with some examples being little more than scraps.  

Period 3 

Group 2 (context 1351, 1358, 1364), Group 27 (context 1205), Group 28 (context 1190, 1195), 

Group 29 (context 1332, 1139), Group 3 (context 1355), Group 32 (context 1266, 1273, 1280) 

A 14th-century date has been ascribed to this period on the basis of a slight increase in the 

amount of Brandsby-type wares, including the base of a baluster-type jug from context 1332. 

Once again, however, the bulk of the material is residual. Of interest, however, is a sherd of 

shell-tempered ware of the type recovered from 46–54 Fishergate and which is ascribed a late 

8th- or early 9th-century date.(AY 16/06, 566–7). Once again this is a significant piece as there 

are still few examples of Anglian pottery from the old city centre. The continuing presence of 

Torksey-type wares sherds, most notably a cooking pot rim with a roller-stamped edge, attests 

to occupation on or near the site in earlier layers which were not excavated. 

Period 4 

Group 4 (contexts 1328, 1346, 1347, 1350, 1352, 1354, 1356) 
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Fragments of large Humber ware and Brandsby-type ware jugs, and fragments of Walmgate 

ware drinking jugs and lightly gritted wares [Fig 7], indicate a date in the later 14th or possibly 

very early 15th century. Residual pottery continues to form a high proportion of the sherds but 

a small fragment of a divided dish or dripping dish in a red sandy fabric [Fig 6] 

from contexts 1352 and 1354 is likely to be contemporary.  

Period 5 

Group 12 (contexts 1296, 1307), Group 13 (context 1288), Group 14 (contexts 1214, 1265, 1268, 

1284), Group 15 (context 1193), Group 30 (context 1285, 1291), Group 33.1 (context 1289), 

Group 33.2 (context 1310), Group 34 (context 1106, 1109), Group 35.1 (context 1206), Group 

35.2 (context 1170, 1201, 1212) ,Group 35.3 (context 1157), Group 36.1 (context 1104, 1258), 

Group 36.2 (context 1151), Group 37 (context 1060, 1191), Group 5.1 (context 1317, 1321, 

1326), Group 5.2 (context 1320, 1324, 1344), Group 6 (context 1319), Group 7 (context 1316), 

Group 8.1 (context 1299, 1304, 1312, 1315) 

A 15th-century date is ascribed to this period based on the increasing quantities of Humber 

ware and the appearance of Hambleton-type ware jug fragments. A Hambleton-type ware 

dripping jug was recovered from context 1291. A relatively high proportion of residual types 

continues but there are more contemporary wares for this period, all of a domestic nature and 

typical of York in the 15th century. One probably residual fragment of interest is the base of a 

Brandsby-ware jug which has been deliberately cut down to about 100mm  from the base, 

presumably for some secondary use. 

This period sees the introduction of Siegburg ware and other later German stonewares in 

contexts 1288, 1258, 1139 and 1321; these wares are not unusual in York at this time. 

Period 6 

Group 37 (1127, 1188), Group  40.1 (context 1008), Group 40.2 (context 1007, 1011), Group 

42.2 (context 1015), Group 9 (context 1102, 1107) 

The majority of the pottery from Period 6 is residual from earlier levels. The period is dated by 

the post-medieval earthenwares, Cistercian ware and slipped ware which place it firmly in the 

post-medieval period.  
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Period 7 

Group 43 (context 1044), Group 44 (context 1054), Group 48 (contexts 1009, 1031, 1062, 1083, 

1103), Group 51 (1004, 1023, 1058, 1149), Group 52 (context 1000, 1005, 1022) 

 

Once again the assemblage is dominated by residual wares but the appearance of tin-glazed 

earthenwares, porcelain and other modern types indicates that these are very recent levels. 
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